












Fm,tastic Mo1111tl1i11s, Wlnrc Mm, /vlccts Nillltre in Clii11cse L111dsrn{>e Pai11ti111j 

Fig. 5. Xie Shichen (1487- after 1567), Cleating after Snow on the Mount 
Wudang, dated 1541; hanging scroll, ink and colour on silk, 198.9 x 98.9 cm. 

Your pure conversation delighted 111y spirit, 
Your witty re111arks sharpen my eyes. 

My admiration for you is not just because of your loue for the mountains, 

But also for your ability to comfort a traveller with your song. With such a vision in both the imagery and accompanying poem, the painting goes beyond eremitic imagery to become an evocation of the otherworldly or immortal. 16 The early worship of great mountains as the embodiment of mysterious power of Han and pre-Han period was later woven into Chinese Buddhism and, particularly, the religious Daoism. The ideal of a religious life far from the bustle and impurities of daily life encouraged Daoists and Buddhists to build temples and other holy buildings in mountain settings, turning these sites into pilgrim centres. The unique relationship between religion and geography, particularly mountains, that is, between the people and their con-
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Fig. 6. Lu Zhi (1496-1576), Peach Blossom Spring, dated 1567, hanging 
scroll, ink and colour on silk, 141.7 x 62.6 cm. 

crete expressions of belief in architecture and natural surround
ings, 11 has greatly enriched Chinese landscape painting and the 
depiction of architecture (temples in particular), as een in many 
above discussed composicions, became one of ics most ubiquitou and fascinating elements. It is a unique cultural phenomenon that the sacredness of many of China's great mountains is shared by different religions. 15 The Wudanshan, situated in northwest Hubei province, however, is one of a few purely Daoist mountains. The mountain is venerated as the terrestrial home of the Daoist god Zhenwu (Perfected Warrior). The range extends some 400 kilometres and its tallest peak stretches approximately 1612 metres above sea level. Begin-









Fa11tastic Mo1111tai11s· Where M,111 Meets Nature i11 Cbi11ese La11dscar,e Pai11tin!) 

Fig. 11. Wang LO (ca. 1332 - ?), leaf 8 from Scenes of Mount Hua, dated 1383, ink and colour on paper, 34.7 x 50.5 cm. theme of what known as yinju bizhao or "Going to reclusion to avoid being summoned". For some intellectuals, the politics of court and the burdens of society or perhaps fame proved unbearable. Retreats built in mountain or streamside settings promised a peaceful and unfettered life in simple circumstances where they could indulge in scholarship and the practice of art. To these characters mountains were heavens to flee to avoid summons from the rulers. One other painting depicting such theme is T/,atched Cottage by t/Je Hexi Lake, painted by Zhao Yuan(? - 1376) (Fig. 12). This painting depicts the secluded dwelling of Cu Dehui (or Cu A'ying, alias Zhongying) and was painted for presentation to him by the artist himself. The place in this painting was chosen simply because of its special personal significance to both the recipient and the artist. Cu, a native of Kunshan near Suzhou, was a well-known collector and connoisseur. During the late period of Zhizheng reign ( 1341-68) of the Yuan dynasty, he turned himself into a recluse and lived in seclusion in a thatched cottage at Hexi Lake in Jiaxing, Zhejiang province, in order to escape Duke Wu (Wuwang) Zhang Shicheng's call to serve in his government. His repeated defiance of the summons was perhaps politically motivated, differing from the philosophical aloofness of other recluses.27 The composition is essentially aportrait of a thatched cottage and several large trees silhouetted against an expanse of water. Across the water is a spit of land with leafy trees where, according to Cu's inscription, his monk friend lived in a temple. The style responds to the special demands of the particular category of painting and echoes an established pattern. Simple, quiet and graceful, the composition suggests the lifestyle and moral integrity of a lofty gentleman. Much of the picture surface is empty space, suggesting airy heights. The secluded dwelling conveys the idea of reclusion while the two boats signify access to 12 

the outside world.28Such compositional methods immediately evokea sense of the otherworldly that is realised and reinforced by the poems inscribed on the painting by the recipient, which reads, 
Set in the 111idst of Lake Hexi, the thatched /mt 11estles within 
A ten-acre stretch of trees mid ba111boo groves. 
Nature sl,apes the character of the landscape through ordered colour and 

structured terrain. 
Tin rwerberating so1111d of water begets a tidal song. 
No govern111ent tax collectors are here to be seen 
Instead, 011/y poets, poems and wine. 
One can co111e and go freely with boat and oars. 
Conte111plation of the painting brings a deeper perception of beauty. 

I loue the vastness of Lake Hexi. Without a boat and oars, access [to this 
place] will be denied. Indeed, what a remarkable place this is for sccl11sio11. 

Thus, I built this retreat to reside in. Sban Chang [Zhao yuan] painted 
tbis scroll for 111e, which captures the real features of the landscape. In 
response to the painting, I a111 inscribing tlJCSe se11ti111rnts. Antid tl,e lake, 
there lies an islet, [time 111011k] Gengxinhai liues in the Chaoyin 
Temple ... l nterestingly, a later collector, the Qian long emperor of theQing dynasty (r. 1736-95), also wrote a poem on the top of painting to express his understanding of it. Interestingly, he feels that the composition is immersed in thoughts of eremitism and the otherworldly and shares the same feeling of enjoying living in seclusion.29Withdrawing could be politically motivated. A good example of this type of disengagement is seen in Lan Ying's ( 1585-1664) 

Deep Mountains after H11ang Go11gwa11g (Fig. 1 3 )_ Lan Ying painted this 




















